Cites Expanded Program

Hendricks Proposes Increase
in DS Student Activity Fees

’STRAIGHT UP’
"Straight Up" by Sam Richardson, assistant
professor of art, is one of the contemporary
works on display at the Art Gallery, east wing
of the Art Building. Organized by the Richmond Art Center, the "2 Dimensional Sculp-

It
;

ture 3 Dimensional Painting" exhibit will conclude today at 4 p.m. Two other art faculty
members, Associate Professor Fred Sprat+ and
Assistant Professor Willis Nelson, are also displaying works in the show.

By DON DUCIDALE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
An increase of student body
activity fees from the present $7.50
per semester to $10 per semester
for full time students (those taking
more than 6 units) was proposed
by ASB Pres. John Hendricks at
Tuesday’s Financial Advisory
Board (FAB) meeting.
Hendricks cited a need for expanded programs, a static enrollment and inflaticeurry trends as
reasons for the proposed increase.
Hendricks said the student body
has been relying on the ASB’s
General Fund Surplus to have expenditures exceed receipts in recent years. The General Fund, he
noted, has dropped from a high of
$68,000 in 1963 to the present
level of $44,000.
FAB and Student Council agreed
three years ago that $20,000 is
the "minimum amount desirable

After passing FAB and Student
as a general emergency fund,"
Council, the recommendation would
Hendricks reported.
go to Pres. Robert D. Clark. Pres.
THREE ALTERNATIVEf4
Clark would be asked to recom"With the removal of this cush- mend the fee raise to California
ion, the student body is faced with State College Chancellor Glenn S.
three alternatives," he said: All Durnke, with whom the final deprogram services could be reduced, cision would rest.
some could be eliminated and othSELDOM VETOED
ers maintained or increased, or
The recommendation of FAB
student fees could be raised to provide the maintenance or expansion and Student Council would preof all programs, the ASB president stunably be tantarnount to the enactment of the ASB President’s
stated.
He said he would ask FAB to proposal, since the college presiapprove the increase at its meeting dent traditionally has not exernext Tuesday. FAB’s recommenda- cised his veto power over council
tion, whether positive or negative, legislation.
The earliest the fee increase
will go to Student Council for
consideration.
could become effective is next fall,
If FAB approves the fee raise, Hendricks noted.
a simple majority vote of Student
Summer Sessions fees would be
Council would pass it. If FAB
*
*
*
turns down Hendricks’ proposal,
however, a two-thirds majority on
council would be required.
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Concludes Week’s Activities

International Bali, Food Bazaar Today
Foreign foods with exotic names
and flavors will be on sale from
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. today at
the International Food Bazaar on
Seventh Street.
Part of International Week
which ends today, the booths will
be set up by student organizations
which will sell foods representative
of a variety of nationalities.
Tonight at the International
Ball, one of seven finalists will
receive the bouquet of roses signifying her selection as International Queen.
The ball to be held in the Empire Room of the Sainte Claire
Hotel, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. is the last
in a week of events sponsored by
the International Students’ Organization and the Intercultural
Steering Committee.
International entertainers and
a five-piece band under the direction of SJS graduate Don Schaum-

Twelve studio jazz bands from
Bay Area and Southern California
schools will vie in Concert Hall tomorrow for top honors and the
right to play in SJS’ third annual
Festival of Jazz Concert Sunday
at 2 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Lennie Niehaus, jazz musician
and composer, will conduct an All Star Band of outstanding musicians selected from the participating groups. Host for the concert
will be Russ Wilson, jazz columnist for the Oakland Tribune.
The winners in each of three
high school, junior
categories
college and four-year colleges and
will play in the
universities
concert. Also featured will be the
SJS Jazz Ensembles, a 19-member
group directed by Dwight Cannon,
festival director and instructor in
music.
Members of the Jazz Ensembles
David Satre,
are: trumpets
David Mirigian, Bill Hickey and
Rod Christiansen; trombones
Jerrold Powers, Mike Harisen, Jon
Christian, Mike Rubino, Paul Kirkwood and Larry Sweet; saxes
Frank Gary, Terry Lack, Bob Weil,

Jeff Winebrenner and Ron Bobb;
Ralph Humphrey; piano
drums
Pat
Mike Magner arid bass
Castle.
Tickets for the concert may be
purchased at Student Affairs Business Office, Building R or at the
door. Prices are $1.50 for students
and $2 for general admission. Proceeds will go to the Music Department scholarship fund.
Adjudication of the competing
bands, whose membership totals
232 students, will take place tomorrow from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. The performances are open
free to the public.
Morning judging will begin with
the high school bands: El Camino
at 8:30; Campbell, 9; Castro Valley, 10; arid San Leandro at 10:30.
Junior colleges which compete are
San Jose City at 11; Diablo Valley, 11:30, and following a break
for lunch, San Mateo at 1 p.m.;
El Camino, 1:30 and Foothill at
2 p.m.
Judging will continue at 3 p.m.
with the Stanford band, followed
by San Francisco State at 3:30
and California State at Los Angeles at 4 p.m

Compiled from CPI
SJS students may be paying
$400 a year in tuition charges if
the State Chamber of Commerce
has its way.
The chamber yesterday outlined
a proposal to impose a tuition
charge at the University of Celifornia and the state colleges in a
letter sent to each member of
the state legislature.
The group asked for a $500 a
year tuition at the University of
California, $400 a year charge at
the state colleges and tuitions
based on transfer credit at the
junior colleges.
California Taxpayers Association
earlier this week proposed a university and college tuition to help
balance the budget but Gov. Edmund G. Brown and some key
legislators rejected the suggestion.

Eight Instructors
Receive Awards

bers will provide entertainment
for the evening.
Seven finalists were selected
after a week of judging. Wendolyn Clarke, senior political science
major ’representing Italy, was
sponsored by Omega Psi Phi. Soon
Chun, senior music major representing Korea, was sponsored by
Mu Phi Epsilon. Nancy Kelley,
sophomore English major representing Ireland, was sponsored by
Delta Zeta.
Other finalists are Sandra
Schlichting, freshman music major representing Canada and sponsored by Arab-American Club;
Sandra Dee Mayfield, senior
French major representing France
and sponsored by Le Cercle Francais; Elaine Caines, junior art major representing Switzerland and
sponsored by Garruna Phi Beta;
Wasmeya Al-Ghunaim, junior
math major representing Kuwait
and sponsored by Washburn Hall.

Twelve Jazz Bands Vie
For Honors Tomorrow

State Group
Proposes
$400 Tuition

Eight SJS professors received
Distinguished Teaching Awards,
each cturying an honorarium of
$500, President Robert D. Clark
announced.
Receiving awards were Dr.
Brant Clark, professor of psychology; Dr. Charles Burdick, professor of history; Richard Ellefsen,
assistant professor of geography;
and Dr. Zuhair Munir, associate
professor of materials science.
Other recipients were Dr. Bruce
Ogilvie, professor of psychology
and counseling center director; Dr.
C. Douglas Olds, professor of mathematics; Herbert Sanders, professor of art; and Dr. Thomas Tutko,
assistant professor of psychology.

INTERNATIONAL QUEEN finalists: (I to r) Wendolyn Clarke, Italy; Soon Chun, Korea; Nancy
Kelley, Ireland; Sandra Dee Mayfield, France;
Elaine Gaines, Switzerland; Wasmeya

Montage by Linda Lemenno
niam, Kuwait. One will be selected International
Queen at the International Ball, Sainte Claire
Hotel, tonight.

1

Incre.,ed from the present $2.50
to $5, and "limited student" fees
during the regular year would aLso
be proportionately increased, under
Hendricks’ proposal.
In his report to FAB, Hendricks
said the student body fee now
charged by SJS is the lowest (or
equal to the lowest) among the
California State Colleges, and
that the ASB expenditures here
are the highest in the state college system.
FEE MAXIMUM
The mtucimum yearly student
body fees now permitted by the
State College Board of trustees,
Hendricks noted, is $20 per student. If the proposed increase is
approved, the two-semester fee
total at SJS for the individual
student would equal this limit.
Even if fees are raised, however, Hendricks believes a small
fee may have to be charged SJS
students for admittance to athletic
and cultural events, because of
the increasing costs in these areas
and because these events offer
the only sources of revenue among
all ASB-sponsored activities.

Acid Missing
"Little Acid, Ira Meltzer’s
dog is missing," PIM Whitten
reported today. W bitten asked
that anyone seeing the black
and white short-hair fox terrier
with over-sized ears pick her up
and call 298-7765.

Panel To Discuss
Violence Causes
A tive-member Open End Forum
panel will discuss "Is Violence
Necessary?" as a means toward
social change tonight 7:30 to
10:30 in ED100.
The forum, sponsored by Tau
Delta Phi, men’s honorary scholastic fraternity, will exchange
views on student protest and public
demonstration.
According to Bob Pierce, Open
End Forum chairman, the discussion is likely to center on psychological and sociological factors
involved in explosive situations.
"We expect them to discuss such
thing as what motivated students
to yell for blood when Roger Lette
announced his intention to burn
his draft card," Pierce explained.
The panel is also expected to
discuss both long and short range
effects of violence in social protest.
Dr. Amno Goldworth, associate
professor of philosophy will moderate the forum. Each spealcer will
talk for 10 minutes with a panel
interchange to follow. The forum
will then recess and conclude with
a question and answer period from
the audience.

new SPieP
Reiigious Week

The first event of Religious Emphasis Week, ’Monday. May 2
Friday, May 6, will be a trio composed of Dr. David Hatch, associate professor of art; Robert Moore, forrner psychologist in government, industry and art; and Dr. Richard Gelwick, United Campus
Christitm minister at UC Berkeley, performing and interpreting Bob
Dylan songs.
The trio will perform on Seventh Street Monday at 12:15 p.m.,
according to Miss Judy Loveall, president of SJS College Religious
the choice of joining either the Council, the sponsoring organization.
Peace Corps or the armed forces.
Speaking on characteristics of
a Vietnamese, the speaker said,
KSJS radio will present "Dilemma" tonight. at 7:30 in the
he "is not a good fighter because
he is Communist" but because he Faculty Cafeteria. Based on a play by Victor V. James Jr., senior
is fighting for social justice, for public administration major, the panel discussion will explore the
question of which field of learning is more important to humanity.
a "decent place for himself."
The "dilemma" faced by four scholars is to decide who will
The Vietnamese, like the Irish
and the Russians, are very ro- save the world after a nuclear blao has left only a leaderless city.
mantic and nationalistic, he added.
Dr. Van Dinh’s personal involvement in the situation is evidenced
Santa Clara Valley. Fair today and tomorrow. Predicted high
by his correspondence with some
300 atudents and his interest in temperature today, 65-75. Predicted low temperature tonight, 42-48.
Northwest winds, 10-15 miles per hour afternoons.
running for Parliament.
During the coffee hour the lecturer gave his address to interested students.
An exhibit of three dimensional paintings, sculpture and other
The political scientist said the
U.S. is not in Viet Nam to save contemporary art will be on display at Morris Dailey Auditorium
democracy ("you can’t save what Sunday in conjunction with the Festival of Jazz.
’The works were done by students this semester in the art classes
doesn’t exist"), but to "contain
China. to create a strategy so the of Assistant Professors Robert Freimark, Sam Richardson and Willis
U.S. cannot be forced out of Asia," Nelson.

Viet Nam War Over Within Year
Saigon News Reporter Predicts
By CHARLOTTE ’Is (iNG
Spartan Daily star: Writer
The war in Viet Nam will be
over within a year, and there is
a need to view the situation as
humanistic and political in nature
rather than merely moralistic,
Dr. Tran Van Dinh, Saigon journalist, stressed during yesterday’s
ASB lecture in Concert Hall.
Although "Strategy and Tactics
of the Communists in Southeast
Asia" was his announced topic,
Dr. Van Dinh spoke generally on
Vietnamese-U.S. relation.s.
He holds a doctorate in political
science from the University of
London and he is an ex-guerrilla,
former acting ambassador of
South Viet Nam to the U.S., Dr.
Van Dinh is now chief Washington
correspondent for The Saigon Post.
During the lecture and the coffee hour that followed, the speaker
implied that the war will end be-

cause "The South Vietnamese will
be able to negotiate directly with
the Viet Cong after the Aug. 15
election.’’
The Viet Cong say they are
fighting a "non-representative
government" but after the election, if they continue, they will
be fighting 14 million people, he
commented.
Discussing U.S. views on Viet
Nam and stressing humanism
rather than politics, the lecturer
asked the audience, "Are you sincere enough to believe all men
are equal?
"If we concede the role of the
U.S.
one of deep human commitment, we probably could create a fraternity, joining together
to form the peace for all the peoples of the world."
Members of the audience applauded. Dr. Van Dinh when he
suggested that men at 18 have

’Dilemma’ Tonight

Today’s Weather

3-D Art Exhibit

1
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Ban Exhibit
Adults Only

1 ERR Y FORD

By PAT HEFFERNAN
The art exhibit should be banned!
The exhibit of 2-dimensional sculpture/
3-dimensional painting should be open to
adults only and then raided once a week
to make sure that (a) it hasn’t run away
and (b) it has not suddenly become objectionable even for adults (making it
acceptable only to college students).
If you haven’t seen the exhibit (nos,
in the art gallery in the east wing of thc
Art Builtling) say a prayer and run over
there--it’s better than going to Disneyland
under acid (similar, but better).

We Believe

An Apology
In the course of maintaining a free
and responsible press. a newspaper
may cause the miscarriage of honest,
sincere journalism, and breach the
fidelity of the public interest.
A newspaper cannot say that it has
fidelity on one hand and condone the
use of poor taste on the other unless
it be hypocritical.
And if the miscarriage of sincere
journalism happens, the responsibility
of a newspaper is to admit its wrong.
San Jose State often is charged with
the reputation of party schoola title
unbecoming an institution of higher
education.
This reputation no longer exists
the days of wild parties are gone.
The Spartan Daily this past week
attempted to show students at .SJS
what has happened to the parties. The
purpose of the articles was not to embarrass, disgrace or degrade SJS. Nor
was it our purpose to exploit this reputation simply for the sake of selling
a newspaper.
The intent of these articles failed
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miserably, however between the typewriter and the’ newsprint. The judgment used in allowing the series to
run lacked a true analysis of good and
poor journalism.
The editor deeply regrets running
this series. His judgment was poor.
and if the series in any way offended.
disgraced or degraded the students, the
faculty and the college administration.
we offer our sincere apology.
Editor

Thrust

and Parry

ASB Judiciary, AFT Policy Examined
New Attorney General
Is ’Welcomed Aboard’
Editor:
As students of SJS, we would like to thank
Ira Meltzer for his part in our campus beautification program. Not only less hair and fewer
whiskers, but clean madras shirt! Though
this extreme change came suddenly, Mr. Meltzer’s selection as Attorney General directly
preceded his newly acquired appearance, thus
causing the suspicion that responsibility does
sanction well-grooming. We await the only
remaining stepacceptance into the realm
of the Greeks.
Welcome aboard, brother!
Rod BuchIgiumi
A7364
Rosemarie Tyrrel
A9885
Mare Teshlma
A2962

will be best for the student and the college
community.
I am appalled with the Daily’s lack of
knowledge about the school’s court system.
I suggest they read Act 36. I hope they learn
to get their facts before publishing statements about a subject they know little or
nothing about.
R. L. Dombrow
Associate Justice
ASB Judiciary
A4233
Ed. Note: We are aware of Act 36.
We are also aware that a court may dismiss a case for unsubstantial charges.

Professor Refutes AFT
’Dept. Policy’ Statement

Editor:
I was deeply upset with the editorial which
appeared in the Daily April 25, 1966 entitled
"A Veil of Shame."
The AS13 Judiciary does not determine who
the parties of an action are when a case
comes before them. They operate under Act
36 and follow the procedure as stated in this
act. The complaints name the parties, not
the Judiciary. The Judiciary listens to the
case as presented by the referral agent, listens to oral arguments of the parties involved, asks questions of all parties concerned in a quest for the truth. They then
do their best to arrive at a decision which
will be just and fair, keeping in mind what

I have just read Guest Room (April 27,
Daily) where the Vice President of the AFT’
attacks the position taken by Dean Gilbaugh.
In Point 4, Vice President Gahm writes
that the AFT "does not determine department policy in this college." I would respond
to this pronouncement by saying that the
AFT has certainly tried to determine policy
in one department, namely, the Department
of Philosophy.
Last year, a properly constituted Continuation and Tenure Committee of the Philosophy
Department voted not to continue one of the
department staff. The local AFr (and I have
their correspondence and can document this)
attempted to reverse our decision by reporting and criticizing our action before the
Academic Council.
This reversal was attempted even before
our department report had been forwarded
to our administrative superiors. Not only
did the AFT try to reverse a department
decision but it added in its communication

"MALE HUNT"

"LIFE AT THE TOP"
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Customer’s Name

EL RANCHO

295.8968

also

also

"THE COLLECTOR"
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400 :Niutli Fire!

294,5544

"A HOT SUMMER GAME"
also
"HIGHWAY PICKUP"

SAN JOSE

"THE SINGING NUN"

AUTO MOVIE
N. 18th to Gish Rd.
295-5005

STUDIO

with BEST ACTOR
LEE MARVIN

St6 South First
Debbie Reynolds in

el::

MIMS
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"THE SINGING NUN"
also

"THE BIG PARADE
OF COMEDY"

ENGINEERING
GRADUATES
General Atomic Division of
General Dynamics, San Diego, has several openings for
BS/MS level engineers (Mechanical, Electrical, Civil,
Chemical and Nuclear) for
increasing programs on high
temperature gas-cooled reac.
tors, direct conversion, desalination of water and MAG.
NEFORM development.
All openings in San Diego
area. If interested, contact
your placement office or send
resume directly to Manager
of Employment, Dept. 76,
General Atomic Division,
P.O. Box 608, San Diego,
Calif. 92112.

in COLUMBIA COLOR

MORTOYezie4A4
(AI) GE11YOLOGISTS
625 Town & Country Village, San Jose

Late for Class? We’ll Park It For You.

294-2041

"WHERE THE SPIES ARE"
Make your diamond purchase the way the
professionals dounmounted. Set your budget,
select your stone, then pick the most flattering
and attractive mounting. Come in together,
our selection is outstanding.

Valid Until
1966
May

867.3026

One of the year’s 10 best.
"TO DIE IN MADRID"

Silva Service

SERVICE

TOWNE

14502 Big Benin Way
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78 S. 4th St. SILVA

CINEMA

DRIVE-IN
Ahna & Vine

CASH STAMPS
No Purchase Necessary
L MIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

15 YEARS AGO: Dave Down, representing
SJS at the Senate Education committee meetings in Sacramento, reported that the Senate
proposal to establish universal student body
fees at state colleges would soon be on the
floor for consideration.

and
"WOMAN IS A WOMAN"

G,od Only a+

EZY

10 YEARS AGO: An impoverished freshman
class announced a snow cone sale. Sncnv Cone
Sale Committee Chairman Carol Nanney said
four "delicious" flavors would be offered in
the fund raising effort.

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
the editorial page offers students and faculty a
chance to express their views on campus, local,
national or international issues. Space is allowed
fo encourage written debates on such current affnirs.
Contributions to Thrust and Parry must no+ exceed
250 words, mus+ be typewritten, double spaced
within 55-space margins and properly signed with
the writer’s name and faculty or AS11 number. The
Daily will not print letters which aro libelous, in poor
taste or include a personal attack. The editor re.
serves the right to edit or cut letters to conform to
space limitations and to cease publication of letters
dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted

295-7288 1438 The ALtuneda
Bascom
297-3060
2 Hilarious Battles of the Sexes
Lawrence Harvey and Jean Simmons

COUPON

$5

5 YEARS AGO: Jefferson Poland, SJS student serving a 60-day sentence in a Tallahassee, Fla. jail for a sit-in in a Florida Woolworth’s store, announced his bail had been
paid. Poland, protesting segregation, was reportedly threatened with a beating by fellow
inmates.
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SJS in Retrospect

ONLY ARTIST KNOWS
"April 12," by Fred Spratt, associate professor of art, is up to the viewer.
I know that somewhere in there is April
12 (or 32) but at this point, only the
artist knows.
Hit of the show, judging from the reactions of the viewers, including a group of
teeny-boppers from Woodrow Wilson Jr.
High School who were touring the show,
was "Want Not" by Bill Geis, which looks
like, a cross between a skinned finger and
an illustration from Alice in Wonderland
but is fascinating anyway.
"Man Slicing Lemon" drew the most
attention from the malespossibly because
of what might be a nude woman in it.
Olt, why should the art exhibit be
banned?because I wandered into it by
mistake on my sleepy way to the cafeteria this morning and immediately lost
my appetite.

SCREEN SCENES

the modem way
to select your
DIAMOND

For any car service, from lubrication to major
overhauls, it’s Silva Service. Also, nationally known
gasoline at discount prices. Silva accepts all credit
cards and gives EZY Cash Stamps with any purchase.

wnrTF-1

Frederick C. Donuneyer
Professor of Philosophy

Editor:

ASB Judiciary Justice
’Upset’ by Editorial

Service
Savings . . .
at SILVA

to the Academic Council criticism of the department head and the department. When
the department attempted to have the officers of the AFT present the evidence for
their charges, they refused to do so.
Their tactics were thus of the "hit and
run" variety and utterly irresponsible. (This
too can be documented.) In fact, I hereby
challenge the officers of the AFT once more
to bring their charges against the Department of Philosophy to the proper committee
of the Academic Council and to show the
"evidence" to them (something we have
never been able to get them to do).
My experience shows therefore that the
AFT does try to determine policy and that
Point 4 is in error. I trust that the Spartan
Daily will permit me to put the record
straight on this matter.

BREAKS FREE
The concept of 2-dimensional sculpture/
3-dimensional painting means that the
artist breaks free of the time-honored tradition of painting on a flat surface and
carving only in three-dimensions. I know
it sounds screwy, but the results are spectacular, and in eome cases beautiful.
As you enter the exhibit you are confronted with a huge patch of blue and
silver on the left entitled "Deep Dive."
The more you look at it, the more you
feel that the artist, Willie Nelson, assistant
professor of art, is inside the canvas, going
deeper and deeper.
"Straight Up" is a striking representation (I think) of the concept of upward
movement. The artist, Suitt Richardson,
assistant professor of art, has utilized both
dimensions to propel this idea into the
cranium of the viewer.

North sert,n

241-1758

Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Until 9:30 p.m.

"Cat Ballou"
also
"Skip of Fools"

Smith Semen
Dean Martin
"Th Silencers"
also
"Creed Neighbor
Sarn"

GENERAL DYNAMICS

"SHIP OF FOOLS"
Gn in the xhow tonight.

General Atomic Division
An Equal Opportunity Employer
(M/F)
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MUN Delegation Fails

’CursesFoiled Again!’
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To Get Red China Seat
By GARY WILLIAM,
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Cursesfoiled again."
The impish Albanian delegation
was thsvarted in its attempt to
seat Red China in the First General Assembly of the 16th annual

Model United Nations lISIUN),
Wednesday night.
MIJN began Wednesday and encls
tomorrow, at the San Francisco
Hilton.
Not only did the Athenians, w’
are really students from SJS,

$2,123.05 CONTRIBUTION
Mary Ann Hardy, left, and Lauren Davis, president and vice
president of Hoover Hall, women’s dorm, present a check for
$2,123.05 to Robert Williams, executive director of the Santa
Clara County Crippled Children’s Society. The money raised by
Hoover Hall during a recent drive will provide camperships
for handicapped children at Easter Seal Camp in Stevens Creek
Park.
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World Forum
Yield to Demands?

MEXICO CITY (UPDOfficial sources indicated yesterday the
government may yield to the demands of student rioters who seized the
Mexico University campus Tuesday and forced Rector president
Ignacio Chavez to resign.
The university’s 14-man board of directors met Wednesday to
choose a new rector, as demanded by the rioters. There was no immediate reaction to their demands for extensive revisions in cotuses
and regulations.
The mob was still in control of the campus Wednesday night,
although tension had eased. Most of the university staff, including
the deans of most of its schools, were forced to resign with Chavez.

SPARTAN TRI-C
"Is Prejudice Christian?"
Speaker: Bob Harrison
ANNUAL SPRING RETREAT!
May 1 3-1 5
at Meteor Ranch, Clear Lake.
Departing May 13, 7:30 p.m., from
3rd & San Antonio.

"WHY PAY MORE?"
Econorry Brake Job
All Four Wheels
Including parts and labor,

$17.95

Draft Proposal

alignment
tune-up
Spartan Gulf Service

WASHINGTON tUPD Rep. Hugh Carey, D-N.Y., father of 10
children, said Thursday large families- especially from minority
groupsare hearing the brunt of the draft. He called for revisions.
In a letter to Selective Service Director Lewis B. Hershey, Carey
proposed establishing a rule that would permit only one son at a
time to serve.
He said it was about time the nation began to appreciate the
contribution large families are making to the nation’s military
security.

Santa Clara at Tcnth

Custom Manors
between 10111 and llth
481 E. San Carlos
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War Orphans
ing benefits under
Students ri
public law 631, the war orphan
law, must file vouchers for April
in the registrar’s office window 9,
Monday, through Thursday.
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internationally known folk singer and star of stage and screen

0
s

Thursday, May 5, 8:15 p.m.

Morris Dailey Auditorium
8
tickets available: at door and
0
Students Affairs Business Office
0
o
for 5.15 stinkpots and faculty
51.50
0
S2.50 for general public
o
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Your
first
solo flight
Fine take -off, great
turns. You’re doingeverything right. Time
to land, flaps down ...
you’re right on target.
She’s waiting for you
as you taxi in. Don’t
wash out now, when
it comes to your fashion
approach. Show her
how smooth you aro in
a Ciicketeer Tropical
Blazer. A high-llying
favorite in cool, lightweight Dacron’ and
worsted, Nice landing(

TOSSED OUT
Shortly after the meetings convened, the majority of Albanian
delegates were back in their
rooms, having been tossed out of
five of seven committees and the
Afro-Asian block.
"We were only acting our parts
as trouble-making Albanians," explained Dennis Moynihan, "but I
guess they didn’t understand."
More committee meetings were
held in the evening. On one occasion, in the Special Political Committee, the Albanians were joined
by the United States as they protested the competency of the committee chairman. It was one of the
few protests they won that night.

EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first
of a three-part series on the Spartan Cafeteria, discussing the quality
and price of food, and the general
services provided.
11 TED 1VEISGAL
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Almost everyone at SJS cats
in the Spartan Cafeteria many
complain about it, but few do anYthing to resolve the problem.
Recently the Inter-Dorm Council, through a committee headed by
Vice-Chairman Bob Johnson, met
with the cafeteria manager, Michael Dcilan, in an attempt to
1,000 DELEGATES
resolve some problems and to have
Wednesday night’s General Assome questions answered.
sembly opened with welcoming
speeches to the more than 1,000
MEAL TICKETS
delegates from over 100 colleges
One of the most noteworthy
and universities.
points of the IDC committee meetAfter a roll call vote of nations,
ing was an announcement by Dolan
Netherlands rose to challenge the
that students who have meal tickcredentials of Burma, Australia,
which are good for $1.60
ets
Colombia and several other naworth of food per day are not
tions; Rhodesia challenged Indoexpected to subsist solely on the
nesia and visa -versa; and Albania
ticket in all cases.
challenged Nationalist China’s cre"By serving tvvo meals for $1.60,
dentials.
The Credentials Committee was we are attempting to reach a
sent out to rule on the challenges happy medium," said Dolan. Some
and when the verdict came back students will need $1.60 for one
Albania had lost by 4-3 of having meal. Others will never eat $1.60
vvorth of food (in one meal).
Red China seated.
"Meals served for breakfa.st,
’NOT FINISHED’
.
lunch and dinner on the ’Spartan
"We’re not finished yet," vowed Special’ are a supplement to a
Villamov, "We can still go through normal, balanced eating program,"
Dolan said.
commit tees."
Opening speeches by several naVARIETY, NUTRITION
tions, including Nationalist China,
"Meals are prepared as comfollowed the challenges.
Just as the Nationalist Chinese pletely as possible. vs-ith an eye
minced, the entire to variety and nutrition," he added.
speaker vi
In other discussion, Dolan stated
Athenian delegation marched
acrass the front of the General that, if anyone is dissatisfied with
Assembly and out the door, ac- the food he is served, "he should
companied by hisses and some take it back."
When asked by the committee
scattered applause.
Most of the Albanians returned if it is possible to obtain refills
to their rooms to plot more trouble on coffee, Dolan said that he refor Thursday’s activities. The oth- grets the necessity of charging 10
ers went back to their table after cents on all cupss, but it is felt
the Chinese speaker had finished. that students would share cups for

.;

reac-

IDC, Cafeteria Discuss
Service, Food, Prices

refills instead of buying the initizil
cup.
As a possible concession, Dolan
said he would consider serving refills on hot water for tea.

$89 regular
$134 special

Jrzs
ALL COLOR

Management Opportunity
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Tkk 43111mi Chip’-grainigny
theirs krm In net cost, too

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Mc Cord MU3ic

RIO TOWII & Country Village

ENTERPRISES

Phone 286-5392 Evenings

Musical Instruments
Sheet Music
Accessories

Davis & Frances McCord

295-9358

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY

New China A-Test
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PLOT FAILED
This failed to work because of
a snafu at the registration desk.
Greg Villamov said there vsere so
many people trying to regsiter
Ind obtain rooms that Plot No. 1
would have taken "four or five
hours and we didn’t have the time.
"It took us two hours to check
in our 17 people and receive
rooms."
WASHINGTON (UPDThe United States warned Thursday that
The conference began Wednes- an expected Communist Chinese nuclear test "may be larger and
day afternoon. Delegates vvere as- may produce a greater radioactive fallout than the previous two."
signed to various committees, simiBarring weather or other delays, the test is expected by U.S.
lar to those in the actual United officials to take place in the near future, possibly within a few weeks
Nations.
Albania also received places in
two block meetings; the AfroAsian, as an observer nation, and
the OAS block.
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to seat China, they didn’t even
get a chance to pull off their most
fiendish plan.
Diabolical P.ot No. 1 called for
Vic Lee to whiten his hair and
register as the Chinese ads iser to
the group representing Nationalist
C7hina. He vcould then take Nationalist China’s credentials and
give them to the Red Chinese
delegation, which is in the conference as an observer nation.

Friday. April 29, 1966

Our management training
program is designed exclusively for the college graduate under age 25. Connecticut
Mutual I.ife Insurance Company offers opportunity for
the hard-working, competithe graduate to qualify for a
three-Near training program
leading to Agency Management. Home Office Management or Professional Sales.
To receive an illustrated brochure, or arrange for a confidential interview, eall Mrs.
Zanoy, 294-5660.

Connecticut Mutual Life

"The Rine Chip Company Since 1846"
Robert T. Fleekley, C.L.U., General Agent
1671 The Alameda: Suite 311

instant
kicks
for
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TROPICAL BLAZER.
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CHOOSE YOUR
CHARGE PLAN
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THE WARDROBE
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DANKAMERICARD
Diego,

SUNDAY 2 P.M.

Harmonising Slacks
from $15.95

nit act
send

Plus

FIR‘

NAlIONAL

Morris Dailey Auditorium

Presenting
Visit our shoe don . .
the season’s newest in Freeman
Hond-Cratted Shoes

gripleriti6
Tattooing is out! Today. if you want

Donation Scholarship Fund

to trim your torso with things like

Students 51.50

POW. WHAM or ZAP, all you need

Big Ban&
College All-Star Swinger8

is Sandcomber’s swinging new trunks -9 half a grapefruit. When you write in grapefruit juice the color of this
fun fabric changes permanently -

your message gets

across! Trunks 6.95 Jackets 15.95

BS

GUest . . . Lennis Niehaus

toyer

Formerly Featured With
open Mondays and Thursdays until 9 p.m.

Stan Kenton

GIFROODI
THRU SAT. UNTIL 9:30 p.m.
SAN ANTONIO CENTER, MT. VIEW SHOP MON.
SHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.
VALLEY FAIR

241.51,110
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Former Spartan Soccermen Baseballers vs. UOP
Return to Scene Tonight In Last Doubleheader
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Contreras Best in Area
After Win Over Jim Best

t Typewriters
7) as little as

20’

Per Day
on Three
Months Rental

Baal Contreras continues to show
improvement as the area’s top
nettet with victories over topranked tennismen, but he’ll have
his hands full next week.
Winner in the Ojai Interco!.
legiates singlet; last week, Raul
topped off an undefeated week
by whipping Stanford’s highly
touted Jim Best Wednesday.
After vvinning easily in the first
set 6-1, he showed his ability t
hold on by battling to a 7-5 viva.’
-

"Choose from hundreds’
Try our Rent -to -Own Plan

MODERN
/1411:1: NIACHINES CO
124 E. San Fernando
Next to Cal Book Store

Produced by the Radio & TV Journalism
Students of San Jose State

"SPARTAN SPECTRUM"
Twice nightly tonight and every night
7:25 and 7:55 p.m.
KXRXat 1500 on your AM radio dial

IF YOU HAVF TO TAKE THE

By LEE JUILLERAT
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Pity the poor soccer ball.
It’s bad enough to be kicked around all night, but alien
it knows it’ll be seeing stars ...
And plenty of !QS soccer stars of the past and present
be out to more than boot the ball tonight when the Munn’
and Varsit% tangle in Spartan Stadium.
p.m.
Tonight’s battle begins at
Thr strong Alumni team is expected to be a tough test for
the hobbling %amity.
Of the starting Alumni 11, 10 earned honors on all-conterenee, Ali -American or Olympic teams Male booting for
San Jose.
Nineteen hundred atnd fifty-tvvo Olympian Marino Mangiola,
brother of SJS second team All-American goalie Frank Man glide, heads the array of returning starts Like his brother,
Marino holds down the goalie slot.

in the deciding set.
Next Tuesday, however, the
Mexico City junior goes against
California’s Chuck Darley in the
feature of the Spartan’s league
closer at Berkeley.
The following afternoon, the
racketmen host the University of
British Columbia in the final se.ison duel.
The West Coast Athletic Con [’creme Tourney begins in San Jose
the next day.
Yesterday,
Butch Krikorian’s
bashers journeyed to the Univer--ity of San Francisco. Results
were not available at press time.
hut the coach anticipated a win
’
SJS took a 14-2-1 record into
the match.
’
Against Stanford, scrambling
Spartans proved too much in pulling out clutch victories to win
6,2 to 2’4.
Gordon Miller fought to a 6-4,
7-5 triumph over Brian Leek, Bob
, Murk) slammed over Craig Seise
7-5, 6-3 and Rodney Kop held on
7 5, 6-2 over John McCabe.
Yit Louie posted a 6-4, 6-1 win
and the doubles teams of Kop
and Miller smashed Best-Leck 6-3.

STUDENT DRAFT
DEFERMENT TEST

ALL-AMERICAN DUO RETURNS
On the offensive unit, two former All-Amerleans head the
pack. Nineteen hundred and sixty-five star Lew Fraser and
1904 honorei Ai Karim% hope to push in goals at right wing
and center forward, respectively.
Filling out the forward wall are 1964 honorable mention
All-American Efriok Akpun at inside left, inside right Bob
Salazar and left aing Jerry Koopman.
"The Alumni has ttn eveeptionally strong front wall and
our defense will have to prove themselves," opinions varsity coach
Julie Menendez.
On the alums defense, former Spartans ’Belittler Demeter
at right forward and Ed Zumot at left forward, will team with
halfbacks Colin Lindores, Joe Battagliani and Hap Serrnol.
Menendez expects to present a strong varsity kicking unit
to counter his former stars.
Headed by All-American Frstak Mangiola in the cage, the
SJS unit boasts strong lettermen and transfers.
Adding .101111’ luster to the varsity lineup will be all -conference selections Steve Locei at right fullback and Lou Diaz
at right wing.
Other starters include fullback Jean-Pierre Canabou, right
half Mike Kirschner or Joe Sermot, left half Mani Gonzales,
inside right Herman Arango or Sermol, center forward Ernest
Kwansa, inside left Kamran Soursesfall and center half Bert
Manriquez.
"We looked good in our first outing because we were up
against a real good team from Monterey, and especially since
tve’d only had about eight days of praetice," reports Menendez.

3-Speetl, Matclod Pair

BIKE SALE
Ili,. Mid tiers

YOU NEED THIS BOOK
Barron’s "HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE
STUDENT DRAFT DEFERMENT TEST" by
Samuel C. Brownstein & Mitchel Weiner
offers you intensive, straight -to-the-point
review and practice that will help you get a
higher score in the Selective Service College
Qualifying Test!
With no waste motion, it con.
centrates on the material to be
tested. Full review, drill and
practice on VERBAL: word lists
with definitions and study
guides, sentence completion,
word relationships, reading
comprehension exercises.

Bepreparedtodoyour very best!
It’s probably the most decisive
test you’ll ever take!

’78" ’‘

--MAIL THIS COUPON NOw The Mat Co.
Box 1795
San Francisco. Calif. 94101
Yes! Please rush me your new Now
to Prettier. for the Student Draft
Deferment Test, iSelective Service
College Qualification Test). I am en.
closing $2.95, plus 50c for postage
and handling. (Please include local
or state tax as required.)
PLEASE PRINT
Name

MATHEMATICS: review and
drill from arithmetic fundamen
tals to the advanced concepts
of algebra and geometry. and
drill in interpreting graphs and
statistical data. Thousands of
questions, with answers, for in
tensive practice. Also. 10 mod
el VERBAL Aptitude Tests and
10 model MATHEMATICS Aptitude Tests, with answers.

a pair
rally a-,,oilded and serneed
’ Fop quality steel construction
I uist.arip gear shift controls
Imre large frames a%ailahile
for tall male riders
hee del,%erv

Paul’s Cycles
293 9766
1435 The Alameda
Mao,: Tues..Sat. 13:30.6 p.m.
Open Thur. until 9 p.m.
& 11,11.

Address
City

Zone

State

DO YOU CARE ABOUT THE QUALITY OF
EDUCATION IN THE CALIFORNIA STATE
COLLEGES? WHAT CAN YOU DO TO
IMPROVE THAT QUALITY?
Association of California State College Professors
(ACSCP)
Urges you to sign, cut out, and mail this ad to:
Your State Assemblyman and/or Senator
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814
Hon
Will

the educational

quality

of the California

State Colleges continue to

decline?
Will qualified young Californians find it more and more difficult to obtain a
first-rate education in the State Colleges?
The annwer to both questions is YESunless these current trends are reversed:
A

steady increase in the number of faculty hired WITHOUT the
l’h.D. degree tor equivalent

1

THREE QUESTIONABLE PERFORMERS
After twisting 11111(11M in last week’s game, Manriquez, Sitaristtail and Arango will start tonight, but "it’s questionable how
long and effective they will perform," the coach adds.
If any of the trio needs replacement, Menendez has reserves Modesto Lhuaos, Steve Dromensk, Lionel Polar and John
Jeanne. ready to take over. All are up from the frosh-funior
varsity squad.
The squad bounces back tomorrow afternoon against Brigham Young University. "I really know nothing about them.
except that they want to play us," reports Menendez.
The game begins at 2:30 on the practiee field outside the
stadium.

Footballers on TV
For Coaches Clinic

Video-tape portions of a Spartan’
grid workout will highlight tomorrow’s coaching clinic sponsored
by the SJS coaching staff.
Local high school football,
coaches will attend the day-long
affair. Activities begin with registration at 8 a.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Spartan coach Harry Anderson

steady increase in the number of one-year faculty appointments

A

steady increase in the number of rejections hy qualified teachers
of State College job offer?.

I urge you, therefore, in the strongest posaible terms to support the miniinunt 11.2ri salary increase proposed by the Trustees of the State Colleges, to
bring their faculty salaries abreast of comparable institutions in other states. I
ask you also to recognize that it would require at least an additional rit;- to
make the California State Colleges really competitive in hiring and retaining
qualified faculty.

Signed:
0 Student
0 Registered Voter

of tomeirrow’s twin bill, and has
named either Frank Pangborn
Gene FOssler to start the first
contest.
Schmidt leads the Spartan hurlers with 43 strikeouts in 69’3
innings. and although he has an
unimpressive 4-6 won-lost record,
Use senior has looked good in
recent games. He has won his last
two starts and actit the distance
in his latest outing to beat St.
Mary’s 5-0.
Pangborn has a 1-2 record with
a 4436 ERA, ahile Hessler has
won one game, while losing three
and compiling an 8.48 earned run
average.
Outfielder Dave Mettler’s injured
ankle has been improving steadily,
and Sobczak has him slated to
start in a left field in the first
garner with Dave Gigliotti in center and sophomore Charlie Nave
in right.
Both Mettler and Nave have
.300 plus averages this year. Mettler is the team leader at .361.
while NAVP is ripping the ball at
.31if clip.
There are no changes planned
in the SJS infield. as Solaczak will
start Pat Duggan 1.1761 at first
base, Tony Hernandez (.3341 at
second, Larry Peters (.244) at
third. and Tom Brandi (.2951 :it
shortstop.
WV,nTrA7=7,"1,,
14 ’hy settle for le,?
65,000
BOOKS &

75,000
GREETING

PAPERBACKS

CARDS

-a,Books Inc

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
btoveris Creek & YVincliester
San Jose’s Blg Bookstore
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Serving ( ahfornia Since 1851

funell eon
Tuesday thru Friday
Dion vrs
Tuesday thru Saturday
Banquet Rooms Available
for Fraternity and Sorority
Dances
1465 W. San Carlos St , San Jose

293-4570

Grace Ball
S ECRETARIAL COLLE G E
San Francisco by the Golden Gate

the cafeteria, the group will move
FOUR SPECIALIZEO SECRETARIAL COURSES
Executive Secretarial Course for College Women
Basic Secretarial Course
Legal Secretarial Course
Electronics Technical Secretarial Course

to Spartan Stadium for the closed
circuit television showing and observation of a live scrimmage.
Anderson hopes his tmops will
show up better than in this week’s
previous drills.

’’We had a Monday type practice
on Wednesday," he reports.
Because of various injuries and
the flu, the SJS staff elected to
postpone the Monday drilLs. "It
may have been a bad choice,
Spartart golfers are taking a
though. Our practice was quite unrest from intercollegiate competitsatisfactory."
tion, but are drilling for their two
The coach remains pleased with
final matches, hoping to end the
the defensive showing, however,
season in winning style.
San Francisco State and Stan- adding that "the passing looked a
ford await the SJS linksters seek- little sharper and our runners are
showing development."
ing to repay earlier defeats.
Expecting a close fight in the
May 7 tilt with the Alumni, the
coaches schedule some early-week
contact in workouts through
Thursday. Friday will be an off
day for the footballers to rest for
the Saturday night encounter.
"There’s quite a ways to go,
and we’ll be facing some tough
grads. Our work’s cut out for us,"
Anderson concluded.

STATE MEAT MARKET
292-7726

Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Wholesale and Retail

- THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS -

LAMB SHOULDER CHOPS
LAMB RIB CHOPS
FRYERS
RIB STEAK
BEEF TONGUE

SUCCESSFUL
SECRETARIES

NATIONAL PLACEMENT SERVICE
ENROLLMENT DATES: FEB. 15, JULY 12, SEPT. 20
Send for College Catalog,: 525 Sutter Street, corner Powell
San Francisco, California 94102

Pizza Haven
announces
the arrival of
a new addition.
Now,
beer is served,

"NEX
DOOR"
Today thru Saturday,
one pitcher, $1

lb. 89

until 4 p.m.

lb 85

Pizza Haven

39‘’
lb. 85’
31’
lb.

lb.

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Fraternities, Sororities Nd Boarding N

tt-i

Live Band
Friday and Saturday

Following the talks and lunch in

Corner 4th and Santa Clara
The reason for this educational deterioration in the State Colleges is the
relatively low salary schedule, low in comparison both with industry and with
..competing institutions of higher education.

Bang the drum! Blow the bugle!
Honk the horn! Jump! Shout ! Sing!
There is joy at SJS, the freshman baseball team has won a ball
game.
After going 21 games without
a victory, the Spartababe nine
won its final game of the season
Wednesday, downing the San Francisco State frosh 15-2 in the second
game of a doubleheader, after the
Frisco nine had captured the opening contest 9-2.
To southpaw Pete Hoskins went
the honor of being the Spartahabes’ only winning pitcher this
season. as he went the distance
(seven innings) in the second
game. scattering seven hits and
striking out three.
Third baseman Barry Biggio led
the 10-hit SJS attack with three
,ingles in three trips to the plate.
Freshman players are reminded
to join the varsity at Municipal
Stadium tomorrow at 3 p.m. for
pict ures.

and his assistants edll address the

A steady increase in the number of part-time faculty
A

Bang! Blow! Honk!
Frosh Nine Wins

mentors in the morning session.

Rematches Face
Spartan Linksters

The Gators fell 16% to 10% on
Harding Park. The San Francisco
swingers get another shot at the
Spartans Tuesday on the long
Almaden course.
Stanford fell for the eighth consecutive time last Tuesday on the
Almaden layout 16-10. The San
Jose crew journeys to the Stanford course on May 10 in the final
duel of the season.

itoping to take some of the
sting out of a losing season by
finishing on a winning note, the
SJS baseball team travels to
Stockton tomorrow to meet the
Tigers of UOP in the final doubleheader of the season.
The Spartans have only two
games left on their schedule after
Saturday, meeting San Francisco
State at San Francisco next Tuesday and concluding the season
next Thursday on their home diamond against a San Diego Marine
Corps team,
Spartan coach Ed Sobczak has
picked veteran right-hander Bill
Schmidt to pitch the second game

"NEX DOOR"
444 E. William St.
295-3805

open 11 a.m.

to 12:30 week nights,
and to 2 a.m. on weekends

MEI
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7.1te Old Tracksters Seek Headlines
Pel-le44elf At Star-Studded Mt. SAC

BY
PAUL SAVOIA
The big boys are planning to play for the little boys Monday
night.
That is, the Inter-fraternity Council has challenged the Spartan
varsity baseball team to a contest Monday night, with all the proceeds going to local Little League baseball.
The game won’t be as much of a laugher as you would think,
as the IFC is loaded with former horsehiders.
The idea was conceived by Delta Upsilon President Greg Modesti, a former Spartan diamondman himself.
Modesti is a member of the IFC, which sponsors a Little League
team, and realizes that many youths in this area do not have enough
equipment.
Modesti and Alpha Tau Omega’s Larry Lombardo, a former
semi -pro slugger, began talking about the good players not competing intercollegiately, and the former put two and two together,
coming up with the idea of the contest.
DEPARTMENT APPROVAL
Modesti approached baseball coach Ed Sobczalc, who referred
him to department head Bob Bronzan. The latter said "It is fine
as far as the department is concerned . . . the coach and team
are willing to play.
Modesti has rounded up a lineup which includes eight former
Spartan baseballers.
The pitching staff will be headed by curve-balling Sill Ardis,
who completed four years of play under Sobczak last season. Ardis
is a member of Alpha Tau Omega.
Dave Akin, the star of last year’s frosh team who sat out this
year with a sore arm, arid 1965 reliever Bob Chaffet back up Ardis.
Akin is in Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Chaffet is in ATo.
Supplying the catching will be Sigma Nu’s Ted Goad and
DU’s Andy Thatcher, both with junior college experience.
EXPERIENCED INFIELD
Pi Kappa Alpha’s Bill Meyer, will man first base, with SAE’s
Terry Tadlock at seeond, Modesti at third and SAE’s Dave Salinero
at short. All feur have played intercollegiate baseball at SJS.
Theta Chi’s Bob South will lend infield support.
Lombardo, ATO’s Jbn Pryor and SAE’s Frank Bisceglia,
another 1965 frosh performer, will man the outfield berths.
The varsity has a game Tuesday against San Francisco State
and will have played a weekend doubleheader against UOP, so
Sobczak probably won’t use his top pitchers Monday night at
Municipal Stadium.
However, the veteran coach will probably use most of his
starters, and may have to do so to win.
Modesti, who has visions of filling the stadium, is charging
25 cents admission for all spectators, with the money going to Little
League in general, not only the IFC’s Little League squad.

Spartan trackmen hope to stand
out from a field of 3,000 athletes
tomorrow when they compete in
the Mt. San Antonio College Relays at Pomona.
Four Spartans will take three
of the better times in the nation
along with them in their attempt
to capture the 440, 880 and mile
relays.
The Spartan sprint tandem of
Wayne Hermen and Tornmy Smith
will save all their energy for these
relays, staying out of the open
sprints although they rank among
the collegiate elite in this area.
Hermon will lead off all three
relays, with steady Tim Knowles

second and Smith anchoring. In
the 440 and 880 relays, John Rambury will run the third leg, with
Ken Shackelford taking over in the
mile relay.
In the 440 relay, the Spartans
clocked a 39.9 at Cal two weeks
ago, a mark tying Southern University, Cal and Texas Southern
as the top time in the nation this
year.
TOP SIX
In the 1380 relay, Bud Winter’s
charges have a 1:25.4 time to their
credit, while the mile relay quartet has chalked up a 3:10.2 clocking. Both marlcs rank among the
top six in the nation.

TWO STRONGEST
USC and UCLA, possibly the
two strongest collegiate track
teams in the nation this year,1
head the field of teams entered,
while the individual rosters look
like a United States lineup for a
USSR-US meet.
World class performers include
John Fennel, Ralph Boston, Parry
O’Brien, Al Oerter, Darel Newman,
Dyrol Burleson, Adolph Plummer.
Otis Bturell, Bob Day, Jim Greif.
Hal Connolly and Blaine Lindgren.
Best Spartan bets for individual
places are Craig Fergus in the
triple jump, Ed Johnson and Gene
Zubrinsky in the high jump and
unbeaten way in independent fast Shackelford in the 440 intermedipitch games Wednesday, beating ate hurdles.
the Fruits 7-6. In other games,
the Beavers topped the Turdles
12-7, the Newman Knights edged
Air Force ROTC 7-6, the "B"
Bailers defeated Markham Hall
GAS PRICES
22-13 and the Moulder Men upended winless Allen Hall 15-2.
IN SAN JOSE
In slow pitch games Wednesday,
* * * * *
the Old Men beat the Creeper.;
13-8, Theta Chi edged Alpha Tau
Omega 10-9, Allen Hall upended
Sigma Alpha Epsilon No. 2 12-7
and the Weineses clobbered the
OFF
Tip Ins 16-3.
Usual
Price

..,,,,,,,,,..,,..,
Intramural Announcements
CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
Once again the Intramural Office reminds that Tuesday is the
last day to turn in entries for
co-ed volleyball. Action begins
Monday, May 9.
TRACK AND FIELD
The next intramural activity for
men will be the track and field
meet, scheduled for Friday and
Saturday, May 13 and 14. Entries
must be turned into the Intramural Office by Friday, May 6.
SOFTBALL
The Fatmen continued on their

Ethyl

3’
2C

I\

per gallon
* * * * *

Regular

pound division; and Keith Pickard,
a sophomore heavyweight from
Alameda High School.

OUR NAME IS AS WELL
KNOWN AS OUR STEAKS
Try one of these:

545 S. 2nd St.

Canterbury:
Snnday 5:30 p.m., Holy Communion
Thursday 7 a.m. Holy Communion
at
300 S. 10th
Chapel of Reconciliation

(Methodist
Student Center)
441 S. 10th St.

SPARTAN / TR’
The Mechanics of Prayer

5:45 p.m.

Spring Sing, Special Music and Testimonies.
3rd and San Antonio Streets

The Alameda at Shasta

Worship Sunday
St Paul’s Methodist
San Salvador II ieth
9:30 & I a.m.

Sunday, May 1st
5:30 p.m.
A Summer Camp Night
and
Camp Refreshments

Worship Sunday at
8:30 a.m., I I a.m., anti 7 p.m.
9:40 a.m. College Study Class
Do you feel a need for a more persoruil religious faith? For free
information that ha.s challenged the thinking of collegians mail
coupon to: Weatmlnster Presbyterian Church, Alameda at Shasta,
San Jose, Calif.
Name
.t
aanteensiammawarrimemmiewiwoenesAye,

San Jose State students and faculty to a discussion on world topics which are in relation
to a New World Order. You can find out about
this dynamic New Faith which is destined to
become a potent world force.

"Man is created to carry forth
civilization."

an

ever-advancing

Baha’
Tonight at 8 p.m.
231 E. San Fernando #12.
Phone 294.3480
Salurclay af 8 p.m.
95 Fairview Plaza, Los Gatos
Phone 354-6957

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!

COAST TO COAST

YOUNG ADULTS
ACCOUNTS INVITED!
ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTES!

Puritan Oil Co.

Engagement Map
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
1.0. Bracelets
Clocks

Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers
Phonographs
HiFi Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances

NO MONEY DOWN

Dinnenvare
Sibienvare
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

A YEAR TO PAY

Downtown
65 So. First St.
We validate all downtown lot tickets
292-4910 Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Nites until 9
Valley Fair Shopping Center
248-3040
Open Mon. thru Fri. Nites until 9:30
Sunnyvale
739-0591

209 So. Taaffe St.

Open Thurs. 8, Fri.

FREE
PARKING

Mies until 9

4th&William 6fh&Keyes
10th&Taylor 13th&Julian

ROGER WILLIAMS
FELLOWSHIP
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 East Son F
do
8.4S e.m., II cm., end 5:15 p.m.
Church Service
Clesses 10 is.m.
George "Shorty" Collins,
Baptist Colleg Chaplain
John M Akers, Pastor

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
the downtown church
catering fo the college community

Sunday, May 1st
7:30 p.m. ’’A Dramatic
Presentation:
Eyes Upon the Cross.’
First Mfhodist

Westminster
Presbyterian
Church

San Jose State Baha’i Club
Invites

in the church
of your choice

Sunday 6 p.m.
Worship Supper
40c

Santa Clara & Sth
930 alt..,

demo.

Round Steak $1.25
Jumbo Burger on
French Bread .85

Two Blocks From Campus

Wesley
Foundation

a.

9:45 a.m.

an!,

WORSHIP THIS WEEK

EPISCOPALIANS ON CAMPUS

Address

Cigs
150
Kleenex
50
3 Hershey Bars Se
2 Toilet Tissue 100
Paper Towels 100
Crest lg. size 290
w/Minimum Purchase
of $2 Gasoline

COMPLETE BEER AND WINE SELECTION

THIS SUNDAY

Usuai
Price

Guaranteed

All of the above complete with trimmings

245 South First
MINITINIINPROMBITOMMIIIPPININITIPTIs

OFF

Major Oil Co. Gas

Small Steak $1.25
Steak Sandwich on
French Bread $1.15

VC

A Complete Line al Nationally Advertised Products

per gallon
* * * * *

Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
iust present your staff or
AS8 card
Movie & Still
* Supplies
* Cameras
Equipment
* Projectors
printing
developing
repairs
rentals

Ull

edirie
711 Se. 1st St.
292-3710
elfinintiniMatanirMireSni/ air’MIME-Alia
ChaPPO

LOWEST

Judokas Prepare for NCAA Finals

The SJS judo team continued its
daily work-outs this week in preparation for the May 14, NCAA
Championships in Columbus, Ohio.
According to their coach, Yosh
Uchida, the Spartans’ showing in
the recent AAU Championships in
New Jersey ranks them as one of
the best teams in the nation.
During that tournament, SJS
judokas, competing for the Central
Coast Black Belt AssociaVon, captured two AAU division titles and
a second place in leading their
team to the championship.
Leading SJS candidates for
NCAA honors are Paul Maruyama,
AAU 154-pound champion; Yuzo
Koga, AAU 139-pound winner;
Howard Fish, second in the heavyweight division at the AAU tournament; Bill Knabke, a graduate
student who competes in the 195-

In the Easter Relays earlier this
season, the Spartans won all three
of these events.
A two mile relay team and the
Spartan field stars will also enter
some of the 156 events.

:

inthentic
Ne al.su writ’ iery

2 blocks from school

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church
Missoori Synod
374 S. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 and 11
College cl,cuss;on group: 9 45 P 03

A. J. BROMMER, Pettor
292-5404
R. Fiedler, Director of Music. G Otte. Vrt,nr
294 7013
_t
.....e._4,..ft&ewe

8:30 & II
Morning Worship
9.45
College -Seminar"
5:45 p m. Tri-C Club
198 S. 2nd St, San Jose

Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

Newman-Catholic Student Center
ChaplainsFather L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman

Chapel
of
Reconciliation

Daily Mass 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Friday 11:40 a.m. only

300 S. 10th

Regular Open Meetings

9:30 a.m. Lutheran Worship
11 a.m. United Campus
Christian Ministry

Tuesdays at 8 p.m.

79 South 5th

295-1771

6-SPARTAN

minx

Priam?, April 29, 198111

KNTV To Broadcast
Santa Clara History

INQUIRY CLASS SCHEDULE
Lee-herrn on the Reliefs and Teachings of the Collolie Church. The What
weekly instruc.
and V.11> of Catholic Beliefs and Practices. ’fitie tieries
titan in a ycle course und people inteteqed raro stars as any
Jura- 2 Holy Euthariet, l’he Maas
Aptil 2H- Introduction, Bible
%km itriesty
June
11lay 5 Ciel, Hely ’,tinily
June It. - Ciatimandittents
May 12 Sin.
2:1-Praser,
Death. After Death
lune
May 19--The Church
30--Tour of the Church
May 26-Steraments, Rapti,m

Mid Club Banquet,
Carden City Malawi,

assistant
professor of
Elliott,
drama, described the show as
"anecdotes and history which
students can’t get out of books."
"Perspectie" is a weekly proThe program will cover the pe- gram produced by SJS students
riod from the founding of Santa in the television studio of the
Clara Mission and Pueblo San Speech and Drama Building.
Jose through the Spanish period
to the Mexican annexation. Tin
six-part historical series begaii
hist week vrhen Arbuckle spoke
on the early explorations and development of the valley.
is the
"Psychedelic Spring"
Faculty producer Richard B.
theme of the annual ASB Spring
Formal to be held Friday, May 13
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Sheraton-Thuderbolt Hotel. 101 Bay-.liore Freeway, Millbrae.
The dance is free for SJS stulents. Bids will be available in
ont of the Spartan Bookstore
rid in front of the Cafeteria on
--,eventh Street on Monday and
to
from 10:30 a.m.
liesday
I
pm
Flowers

For further information or private appointment, please call 2924124

Bids Available
For ASB Dance

MARKETING
INTERN
PROGRAM
DEVELOPED

Bakmas

NIORS looking for an opportunity
SAN JOSE ST
to learn life insurance marketing while they earn should
investigate Standard’, new College Intern program.
One junior w ill be selected for full-iime employment this

Flower
Shop

summer with an opportunity’ to ser c part time during his
senior year.
\ largo Keller in
For information contact \
ment Office or call lien ( orsciti. 297-9229.

TODAY

San Jose City Historian Clyde
Arbuckle will continue his discussion of Santa Clara Valley history tomorrow at 9 a.m. on "Perspective." KNTV, Channel 11.

Time: Thursday Evenings from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
(San Fernando at Market)
Church
Place: St.
No cost - No obligation - Everyone invited.

the Place-

Corsages
for all

Spartan Daily Classifieds

WEDNESDAY
The R. T. French Compiuty: business administration or liberal arts
majors for positions in sales management and marketing trainee.

Great Southern Corp.; Business
!MALE OR FEMALE to do T.V. viewing CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
positions
ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
ntesiesis 50c per interview. Phone 286- rings. Original ;ewelry in cast gold & sil- or Economics majors for
in mortgage and sales representaver. G. Larimore 354.1273.
8943 Ask for Tom.
SKI CLUB MEMBERS & GUESTS.
t ive.
Awards Banquet. 7:30 p.rn., April 29th, BABYS1TTER for 16 month old boy dur- GOT THE P.D.’S, a textbook by Trager
Near SJS or Royal Lanai Apts. and Henderson? Had English 172 or
available
Garden Cif,’ Hofbrau.
Thrifty Drugs; any majors for
Si ..10,
tt
,’
other course using the P.D.’S? Bring to
now at s’.3 -r
ifter 5 p.m.
positions as retail management
for
it
102
&
sell
it
office
FOB
English
TRY DELICIOUS AND EXOTIC INDIAN
trainee.
dollar.
HOUSING IS)
1,
,
FOOD.
NEED GIRL roommatels) for summer
tiona’ P
BOVI
Severn-Alddas; any major for
SALES DISTRIBUTORSHIP OPENINGS. FACULTY ATTENTION: FOR SALE. 4 apt. at South Lake Tahoe. Call Jan. 286positions in sale of athletic goods.
11/2 bath. fireplace. 2372.
, f The t.r ,orr.
The Industrial Pr.AL.,ts
..r,
ent
basamenr,
2
car
garage.
65x127.9
Fuller Brush Co. has ,pen:n is in th,
?".. S. 14th St. Citil 294-1438.
C..,,
SERVICES 18)
Jose.
LARGE SUNNY room, summer rates, priFAST, ACCURATE, GUARANTEED TY6
.., ..rrance, furnished, wall to wall
Conva,erent
et. T1,,
NG in my home. Editing upon request.
art.et &Ale clos 1 406 S 111h
be an excellert cppertunity for a co
259-5118.
electric
carpets.
BEDROOM
furnished,
3
lege man. since full or parttime efforts
are acceptable. A car is required. plus k’iche. $120. 294-9745 after 4 p.m. 2 TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed.
neat personal appearance. If you are bedroum, furnished, carpets. electric 243-6313 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
bondable. no investment is required. lkitchen. $120. 294.9745 after 4 p.m. We AUTOMOBILE ik MOTORCYCLE INhave: a studio, 3 bedroom, & 2 bedroom
Contact: Mr. Larson, 652-5574.
apts. Carpets, drapes, electric kitchen. SURANCE for students. Chat Bailey.
AD-LIB JAZZ COMBO needs electric $80 iurnished. 294-4745 after 4 p.m. 286-5386. 449 W. San Carlos. 707 N.
bass & drums. Cortact Kent at 297-9989
First St., Suite #1.
NEED I MALE roommate. I bedroom,
on COO1OLIS.
EXPERT
TYPING. IBM electric. Theses,
Ir,guire
11
a.m.
to
4
p.m.
SUMMER-JOBS. Summer & c
T. . .151 S, Pk #3.
term papers. etc. Work guaranteed. 378PC5f iOr rn,
Jo
Vine
8577.
this area F
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed now or
2340 or 29c $.1L per month. Private room. In - R 5 C PHOTOGRAPHY. The finest in
If your girl friend has
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE INTERVIEWS. gulre co.enings at 99 S. 14th St., *14. color Wedding service. $85 with the album. Call 259-0364.
subtle
worth Cu,. w,
Cheri w.th your
apooirtmen,.

3 ,

May 3,c1 12 BEDROOM, -4. ;lex. ITapes.
dre,tcr
wall carp,’ All electr;r. kitchen. Laundry
I ’nom. oark.ir. 1778 Rock Spring Dr.
292 4716
AUTOMOTIVE 121
TWO FEMALE roommates needed to
. t- summer. Rent 530. 496
AUSTIN 850 - ’60 $250. 296-1617. J.
S. 295-7548. Call after 6 p.m. for
AUSTIN 850 - 60. $250. 296-1617. lei,: or dill.
AUSTIN 850 - ’60. $250. 296-1617.
NEW DUPLEX 2 bedrocm, large living’56 CHEVY. 6 cylinder stick. New up
s ’3’w:trio kitchen. Nice location.
holster/. Sharp, but needs some engire
1125 a month. 219 S. 18th St.
work. $100 or trade for cycle. 295-6253.
.
oO3O.
Stan.

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
annually. Dave Towle. 244-9600.

’59 AUSTIN HEALY, wire wheels, over
dr.ve, new top, real sharp. $950. 286
9650.

SPELLING, GRAMMAR CORRECTED.
Pica electric. Term papers, thesis. dissertation experie.r.. 295-1163

er

FORD, ’47 ciVOODY- CoWkiii-LE
Good condition. $250. 286-0883 af.e,
6 p.m.
’58 LAMBRETTA.
Runs well. 2g6
6097 after f
’64 2-50 CC PARILLA. PerffTlit.e. Sell i’61- AUSTIN HEALY. Recen.ly ovrhauied
N ,Ird tops. Bruce’s
catx, Must sell. $1250. 292-6105. J,,
’511 HILLMAN. New engine, clutch
brakes. Great condition. $175. 298-25’.
before 3 p.m. 556 S. 5th, #19.
_
’63 HONDA 250 SCRAMBLER. Recent
overhaul. 36 & 51 tooth sprockets feel
kit. Greet for road Of dirt. $365. 286
9384.
’57 BUICK cervertible, V8. good tor.
,cerlent corcj’ion. $475 or bes
offer. 293-5367 after 5 ppn,
FOR SALE 13,1
REFRIGERATOR, $15. Gas stove, $15.
Bendix automatic washer, $15. Yellow
chrome breakfast set, $5. All in good
working condition. Group for $40. Call
292-3785, after 6 p.m.
PEUGEOT 10 SPEED BIKE 2 years old.
New tires, good condition. Call 2957320 or see at 511 E. Reed St., apt. B.
FURNISHING: Elig rock,ng chair. foam
padded. brown tweed. $20. LarqP
comfy, fern -green, easy chair. $25. Parts
stopper: Antuque tandem trike, I pedals
1 rides. 510. 269.4807.
-- BIKE, 10 speed. Good rondition. $50 or
best offer. Banjo cost $85 new, $30 or
offer. Call 296-2674 Dave.
- LUDWIG 5 PIECE DRUM SET. Origi.
naily $7C.;’)
new. Now $425.
Must sr
,
’8,
12’ SAILING PADDLE -BOAT, "KELPIE."
Good
,asy to operate. $175
or best
736 8381.
HELP WANTED f")
NEED COOK DESPERATELY. For 4
males, in return for dinner. "415" Club.
415 S. 12th St. 293.5933
_
JUNE ORAN. Widen your employment
horizon’. Apply to 2,000 major businec,
in this area. For full information, cal
379-2340 or 297.1297 after 6 p.m.

, LOST AND FOUND 161
LOST FENCING FOIL, Thurs., 9:30 a.m.
ane meets gym. Reward. Call 286-8548.
LOST, man’s Longines calendar watch,
& E. Williams April 22nd. Reward.
oi68.
- SJS area. a I year old Siamese
& 10th Sts. Re
- srea of
: 94-291, ’.
#230.
PERSONALS 171

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING in my home.
Corrections made by request. All papers.
293-4420.
TYPING IN MY HOME. Experienced,
accurate, guaranteed. Editing also. Call
259-4710.
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE. 5 years typing for SJS students. 258-4335.

been giving you
hints to go out for dinner, (and I am sure she
has) then do as the little
lady says-TAKE HER
OUT.

Take her to Bohannon’s
where she tvill really have
something to cheer about.
Now, gang,

To place an ad:
Visit the
Classified Adv. Office -J206
Daily
10:30 - 3:30

all together:

What does it spell?

Submit ads 2 publications days prior
TEXT WANTED. Prather-"Math
to day ad is to run.
mputer Logic." Chapter 3 & 4. Buy or
o. A. Savelis, 2011 Am, Oakland. Send in handy order blank. Enclose
cash or check. Make check out to
,ne 533-6271.
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
wANTED: A SAFE GARAGE for storage
Phone 294.6414. Ext. 2465
oi my small box trailer, motor scooter,
ard miscellanea Call DON GORDON
252 1217, even, r

ITo buy, sell, rent or
announce anything.
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San Jose State
College, San Jose,
Calif. 95114.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Mminitim
Three Imes
One time

3
4
5
6

Add this
amount for
each addI
tIonal line

0 Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
0 For Sale (3)
0 Help Wanted (4)
O Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
O Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

City

One time

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.2 5
2.75
3.2 5
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

50

.50

.50

’

292-1266

RicanOos
ewe.

9te,r-cret

Phone
days.

s.

membent

Cut-Rite
Barber
Shop

and provided if needed.

guests, awards, installation of new
MONDAY
officers, dinner and dancing are
American Meteorological Sociescheduled, tickets for the dinner
ty, 7:30 p.m., E329, guest speakerare available at the Student AfDr. Peter K. Mueller, Chief of the
fairs Business Office for $1.
Laboratory’
Hygiene
Inidueteiel
12:30
Club,
Industrial Arts
of the California State Departp.m., IA lobby, field trip to the ment of Public Health in BerkeNorton C7ompany scheduled.
ley, open to public.
Rabat Club, 8 p.m.. 231 E. San
Fernando.

-11,ghest Quality Haircutting
at lieusonoble Prices."

MEN $1.80
BOY’S $1.55
(under 1 2 years old)
Razor Cuts $2.50
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

S.IS Young Republicans,
p.m., ED100, topic of discussion
will be the future of the Republican Party.

D oily 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

Ocetipattosull Therapy Club, 11

ence.

JAPAN on a "Ionia

Roger Williams Fellowship, 9
a.m., San Francisco tour, visit the
Indian Consulate ’and other places.
SUNDAY
Spartan Odom!, 10 a.m., hew+
party at Rio Del Mar, tickets may
-

$955 complete (incl. transportation)
Tour Japan on a

Tau Delta Phi
Plans May Events
Members of Tau Delta Phi,
men’s honorary scholastic fraternity, are busy planning events
for Friday, May 13 and Mondri,
May 16, Rich Wakefield, publicity chairman reports.
The Friday events include announcement of the outstanding
professor of the year, award presentations on Seventh Street and
entertainment by a jazz band,
Brakefield said.
Some prominent politicians are
expected to speak at the honorary
fraternity’s May 16 banquet and
dance in Palo Alto, Brakefield
added. Their identity will be released soon, he said.

’Scarecrow’ Cast
Auditions Slated
Auditions for "The Scarecrow,"
a Percy Mackaye play which is
the first show in the Drama Department’s summer session schedule, will be held tomorrow from
9 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. in Studio
Theatre.
Students may sign up in the
Drama Department office, SD100.
Dr. Hal Todd, department chairman, said anyone who attend,.
summer school is eligible to
out.
Those who audition will be aske,l
to present a prepared scene frill
the play and to read a section lin
prepared from the script.

Christian Lecturer
To Speak Tuesday
Elbert R. Slaughter, Christi
Science lecturer, will speak oi
"VVhere Are You Going?" Tut,
day, at 8 p.m. in H1, according
Miss Robin Perry, president al
SJS Christian Science Organii.i
tion
Slaughter, currently on tour of
the continent, believes everyone
is on a mental journey to somewhere, and his lecture is "an exploration of the journey to ’spiritual reality’ which must take
place within the consciousness of
every individual," Miss Perry eitid.

FEATURING:
An atmosphere unlike any you
hare ever visited. From our ceiling hang colorfully decorated
wine bottles. If you wish not to
bmk up, duns look down upon
that which you are sitting-a
barrel. So you see, at Ricardo’s
you can look up to an evening
of color, or down to a barrel of
fun.

with Japanese students. See
to know her people. One month

Honda

includes meals. lodging and

transportation. Ship leaves

June 25 and returns Aug. 19.

For information

write:

CYCLE JAPAN
P.O. Box 620, Lafayette, Californla

Try Our
Special
6 oz.
Jumbo Burger
85
HOWARD’S

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
Complete Fountain Service
WALK ON OVER
7th

cind

One Block from SJS

Santa Clara

Stanford Children’,

Convalescent Hospital

BENEFIT CONCERT

CilLENN
YARBROUGH
111111

.11111

Vince Guaraldi
Sunday, May 8th 2 p.m.
Frost

Amphitheater
Stanford University

Tickets: $3.50 & $2.50
San Jose Box Office
40 West San Carlos
295.0888

Be sure to read the

SPARTAN DAILY

ALUMNI WEEK
EDITION
Containing stories about the
past, present and future
of your college
One of the many
Features:
************............***************
51te Quarter Syitem
and __S))_S?

Enclosed Is $

218 Willow St.
294-4009

1

***************************************

Coming
Thursday

Address
Start ad on

eix

E.
Cut -Rite Barber Shop
(Sprinbth = 1279 E. SANTA CLARA 297-9705 :7:
Castellano
Clreulo
Club), 7:30 p.m., MB150.
71.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111liti
a.m., IA Building, crafts conferTOMORROW

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
6 NIGHTS A WEEK

DINNERS

(000
For

1401 So. 1st

No refunds possible on canceled ads.

(Please Print)

to

Three times Five times

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

Name

lines
lines
lines
lines

open

flood and Strong; accounting
majors for positions in accounting
and oil it ing.

June and Stammer graduates
may sign tor intemiew appointments now in the Placement
Center, ADM234.

292 0462

LIFE -HEALTH -GROUP

St.,

Job Interviews

’

Occasions

STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY

ket

7

E-

be obtained from any Orlocct of- :=
p m., ricer for $1 fur IllerailVIN and $1.25 =
frim- tor non-members. tiansportation

beautiful Japan and get

and

SAN JOSE AGENCY -Phone 297-9229
515 Community Bank Building
111 West St. John Street

,,.,,,,..

Spartaguide

MAY 5

Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
starts at 9 p.m.
- NZ.

